
INTERNETWORK DYNAMICSROBERT J. RUTTENSterrekundig Instituut, Utrecht, The NetherlandsAbstract. This review places current research in quiet-Sun chromospheric dynamics in the contextof past and future work, concentrating on observational aspects of three-minute oscillations andCa II K2V grains. The subject is of interest at present because observations and simulations cometogether to permit detailed understanding of how grains form out of oscillations. Issues thatremain are their spatial occurrence characteristics, in particular with respect to internetwork �eldsand canopies, and their energetics, in particular with respect to the basal ux.Key words: Sun: chromosphere, Sun: oscillations, Sun: magnetism1. IntroductionBy and large, solar physics is a mature �eld in which progress is not so often markedby the discovery of new, unexpected phenomena, but rather by breakthroughs inunderstanding well-known but long-enigmatic solar behaviour. Since the Sun sees�t to o�er us a plethora of fascinating structures and processes on wide ranges oftemporal and spatial scales, understanding is sought in an amazing variety of solarphysics subdisciplines. However, solar successes are generally scarce; not due to lackof diligence but rather to the inherent complexity, juxtaposition and interdependencyof solar processes, in particular the MHD and plasma ones.The major solar physics success stories of this century, viz. spectral line formation,the �ve-minute oscillation and the granulation, consist of and constitute photosphericradiation hydrodynamics; together, they furnish a robust view of the non-magneticsolar photosphere. Thus, it is time to move up. The point of this workshop isthat chromospheric radiation hydrodynamics is ripe for a similar success story, incasu the dynamics of the quiet-Sun internetwork chromosphere, and that Oslo is asuitable place to say so.In each of the three photospheric successes, confrontation between observationand numerical simulation was the key to reaching detailed understanding. The longstory of numerical line formation modeling has culminated in our convener's MULTIprogram (Carlsson, 1986); it is habitually used worldwide to calibrate reliably howphotons encode physical information from stellar photospheres. The unambiguousidenti�cation of the solar p modes came from the comparison between Deubner's(1975) observed (k; !) ridges and the (k; !) resonance loci in the detailed numeri-cal Ando and Osaki (1975) quanti�cation of Ulrich's (1970) subsurface cavities; theagreement was \embarrassingly" good (Deubner, 1975) and founded helioseismol-ogy. Granulation studies went from morphology to physical insight when Nordlund(1982) pioneered time-dependent 3D simulation; solar granulation is now by andlarge understood (Spruit et al., 1990) and stellar granulation predicted (Nordlund



26 ROBERT J. RUTTENand Dravins, 1990).At present, a similar topic of promising confrontation between detailed observedproperties and detailed numerical simulation consists of the so-called three minuteoscillation of the so-called internetwork chromosphere. The primary observed prop-erties include the spectral development of the so-called K2V grains and the Fouriersignatures, especially phase relationships, along radial lines of sight into the atmo-sphere; these are in principle well modelable by one-dimensional simulations. Thecurrent Oslo K2V grain simulations deliver \embarrassingly good" reproduction ofobserved spectral behaviour; they permit insights into the physics of grain formationas extolled elsewhere in these proceedings. More lofty quests are to obtain reliableheating and cooling budgets, the overall energy balance, and the identi�cation ofthe so-called basal ux.This review emphasizes the observational side of this subject. It cannot be com-prehensive; rather, in the spirit of our meeting, I avour the topic with some ofmy own prejudices. The older literature has been covered in the extensive reviewby Rutten and Uitenbroek (1991a); it is good to note that there is much new workalong lines then marked as prospective, settling issues left open at the time.2. ContextFigure 1 displays chromospheric context in ESA viewgraph style. It shows thatthings really di�er when one goes up from the photosphere, and it concludes byadvertising space because it was made for an ESA planning workshop (Rutten,1993). Indeed, when going up from the photosphere the ultraviolet is eventuallyneeded for nearly any problem; it is fair to say, especially here in Oslo in view ofthe strong ITA commitment to ultraviolet spectrometry, that the future of muchchromospheric physics rides on SOHO.'& $%Two Solar RegimesRegime APHOTOSPHERE� radiation� hydrodynamics� doesn't feel higher layers� characteristic scales:{ photon mean free path{ pressure scale height10 { 100 km� thick� success stories� visible� ground

Regime BUPPER ATMOSPHERE� MHD� plasma physics� subject to photosphere� characteristic scales:{ Alfv�en resonance{ current dissipation0.1 { 10 km� thin� lots to do� ultraviolet & X-ray� spaceFig. 1. Two solar regimes.



INTERNETWORK DYNAMICS 27The chromospheric dynamics discussed in this workshop, however, is largely lim-ited to radiation hydrodynamics, rather then MHD and plasma physics, and is stud-ied primarily with Ca II H&K, with a remarkable convergence to these lines fromthe Ca II infrared triplet in W�urzburg (Deubner et al., 1994), from H� in G�ottingen(Kulaczewski, 1992; Kneer and von Uexk�ull, 1993), from the infrared and ultravioletin Paris (Bocchialini et al., 1994), and from the wings in Boulder (Lites et al., 1993).Likewise, numerical duplication of the observed Ca II H&K phenomena constitutesan actively sought goal, with an equally remarkable convergence between varioustheoretical groups (Rammacher and Ulmschneider, 1992; Sutmann and Ulmschnei-der 1994a, 1994b; Fleck and Schmitz 1991, 1993; Kalkofen et al., 1994; Carlssonand Stein, 1992; Carlsson, these proceedings) that have diverged from earlier col-laborations (Klein et al. 1976, 1978; Schmitz et al., 1985). All these ongoing studiesaim at understanding H2V & K2V grains as part of the chromospheric three-minuteoscillation in the quiet-Sun internetwork regime. Let me discuss these terms one byone.Ca II H2V & K2V grains were �rst described by Hale and Ellerman (1904) as\minute bright calcium occuli", a better name than \grains" or \points". Theystand out on Gillespie's often-published image (Skumanich et al., 1984; Lites, 1985a,1985b; Gaizauskas, 1985; Zirin, 1988; Rutten and Uitenbroek 1991a, 1991b; Skartlien,1994)1 as fairly roundish features, in contrast to the more elongated streaks markingthe network. However, perhaps they stand out a bit too sharp in this image due toa fortuitous combination of exposure and photographic gamma in addition to theexcellent seeing. Using the IDL ADJCT command to play with a digital K2V imageteaches one quickly that changing gamma and clipping boundaries changes the ap-pearance appreciably; grains are then seen to be brightness maxima in a larger-scaleoscillation pattern. To quote Cram and Dam�e (1983):\At many positions, both inside and outside the network, the H index [the intensity in a1�A passband around H3] shows repetitive intensity variations with periods in the range 3{5minutes. The apparent spatial scale of this oscillation is larger than that of the brightest cellpoints. This fact may be veri�edmost readily by concentratingon the dark oscillating elements,which presumably correspond to the \dark clouds" discussed by Bappu and Sivaraman (1971)and Zirin (1974). Despite the disparity between the apparent scales of the oscillating elementsand the bright cell points, the two phenomena are intimately connected, since the cell pointsinvariably appear as localized intensity maxima in the more di�use brightness maxima of theoscillation."Thus, K2V grains stick out as iceberg tops to show oscillation maxima, perhaps non-linearly enhanced. On single �ltergrams, they are not readily distinct from the grainsin the calcium network or from internetwork persistent ashers (Brandt et al. 1992,1994). Thus, K2V grains do not form a sharply de�ned class; a better de�nition isperhaps to designate as \K2V grains" those bright H2V and K2V features that belongto the pattern best seen in the time-resolved spectrograms in Fig. 4 of Cram andDam�e (1983) and cartoonized in Fig. 2 of Rutten and Uitenbroek (1991a): small,short lived, narrow-band violet-side emission peaks at the moment of large K3 dipredshift, preceded by contracting dark wing whiskers and gradually increasing K31 notwithstanding di�erences in cropping, orientation and sign, these are all part of a singleMcMath K2V spectroheliogram. Presumably Bill Livingston prints yet another piece of it wheneversomebody asks for a high-resolution calcium image. Bruce Gillespie is now site manager of theApache Point Observatory and happily surprised by the longevity of his plate.



28 ROBERT J. RUTTENredshift, and followed by wing darkness and a rapid K3 maneuver to the blue.The chromospheric three-minute oscillation is sometimes supposed to be an os-cillation exclusive to the chromosphere and exclusively at three minute periodicity.It isn't. Rather, it is the upward (in frequency f) extension of the band of p-modeacoustic power across the cuto� frequency2, covering about 4{8 mHz or signals with2{4 min periodicity. In velocity signals it gains dominance over the photospheric�ve-minute band around f = 3:33 mHz when one goes up in the atmosphere, asalready shown by Evans et al. (1963) and Noyes and Leighton (1963), and mostvividly demonstrated in Fig. 1 of Noyes (1967), on the cover of GONG1992 (Brown,1993, taken from Harvey et al., 1993), and in Fig. 1 of Cram (1978). The latter paperrepresents a direct Fourier counterpart to the space-time presentations of Cram andDam�e (1983) but is scandalously underquoted; its concise displays of power spec-tra for and coherency and phase di�erence between many diagnostics outdo muchof the subsequent literature on chromospheric oscillations. The �rst column of itsFig. 1 shows a blob of power which steadily progresses to higher frequency in theNi I 5894�A|NaI D2|CaII 8542�A|H�|K3 sequence, reaching a wide spread inf for K3. In the corresponding intensity column, a similar blob follows (at a de�nitelag in Na I D2, demonstrating that its Doppler shift responds to higher layers thanits brightness) up to Ca II 8542�A, but vanishes for H� and K3. This di�erence showsthat something drastic happens between photosphere-sensitive lines as Ca II 8542�Aand truly chromospheric lines as Ca II K3, making it unlikely that the three-minuteoscillation is simply a propagating extension of the regular evanescent �ve-minutewaves below the cuto� frequency.On the other hand, recent work3 indicates modal structure in the three-minuteregime similar to the familiar p-mode parabolae in diagnostic diagrams4 (e.g., Lib-brecht, 1988; Duvall et al., 1991; Fernandes et al., 1992; Kneer and von Uexk�ull,1993; Deubner et al., 1994; Fleck, these proceedings), extending well above the cut-o� frequency even at large wavenumbers|also in Fernandes et al. (1992) althoughthese authors claim otherwise5.These high-frequency ridges seem direct continuations of the p-mode ones, buthave discontinuities in their properties at the cuto� frequency. Kumar explains themas pseudomodes, not due to a chromospheric cavity|for example one bounded bythe transition region as proposed by Mein and Mein (1976) and more recently byBalmforth and Gough (1990), or a cavity bounded by an isothermal layer as proposedby Narasimha (1993)|nor as direct extensions of the p-mode ridges, but rather dueto interference between waves that propagate directly up from a subsurface sourceand waves that are reected only once at subsurface layers (Kumar and Lu, 1991;Kumar, 1993; Kumar, 1994; Kumar et al., 1994). The time{distance representationof Duvall et al. (1993b) agrees with this interpretation since their high-frequencydiagram shows only a single reection locus. This result does not directly imply that2 with fAC = 5:55 mHz or PAC = 3:00 min for long wavelengths according to Fossat et al.(1992); at higher wavenumber fAC � kh in the usual units of mHz and radMm�1.3 I wonder whether high-f ridges weren't already discernible in Fig. 2 of Mein and Mein (1976).4 The axes of the classical (k; !) diagram should be replaced by frequency f and degree l, inorder to do away with awkward factors 2� and to make it the f � l diagram or FLD in honour ofFranz-Ludwig Deubner.5 Perhaps due to a factor 2�?



INTERNETWORK DYNAMICS 29the high-f sources are localized, since the technique assumes point sources and an-nular receivers only in a mathematical sense. Other work, however, indicates that ingeneral the excitation of the solar p-mode occurs in quite localized sources that areonly about 50{100 km below the surface (Brown, 1991; Goode et al., 1992; Duvallet al., 1993a; Kumar, 1994). The concept leads to current e�orts in \local" helio-seismology, using localized ux vector analysis, time-distance analysis or 3D Fouriertrumpet and ring analysis to measure subsurface source properties and horizontalows tomographically (Braun et al., 1992; Korzennik et al., 1995; Hill, 1995; Hillet al., 1995). The ridges extend out to high frequency and to fairly high spatialwavenumbers for photospheric lines, less so for K3 brightness (Deubner et al., 1994).Harvey et al. (1993) �t an appreciable power background under the ridges in awide-band low-resolution long-duration Ca II K intensity power spectrum.The next term to discuss is internetwork. This term was prefered by Lites et al.(1993) over inner network (used by Livingston and Harvey), intranetwork (Martin,Zirin) or cell interior (Deubner and Fleck, Kneer and von Uexk�ull) on the basisof an experiment by Karel Schrijver. He handed the same magnetogram to vari-ous Utrecht colleagues with the request to draw network cells by eye. I was in ahurry and discerned only a few; Kees Zwaan meticulously outlined a large numberat various scales; others drew others. The non-uniqueness demonstrated that themagnetic network (and so the calcium network) does not outline regular cellular mo-saics as the supergranulation perhaps does. Instead, it consists of crinkled segmentsin irregular patterns without well-de�ned insides, and is actually well described bypercolation theory (Schrijver et al., 1992; Balke et al., 1993; Lawrence and Schrijver,1993; Schrijver, 1994). Thus, internetwork de�nes small areas of quiet Sun withoutnetwork; Keller et al. (1994) propose non-network.In the chromosphere, the three-minute oscillation is primarily an internetworkphenomenon. This is already known since Liu and Sheeley (1971) whose analogFourier analysis consisted of placing a photocell behind a small hole in the screen onwhich they projected movies of K2V spectroheliograms. A digital remake in Fig. 4 ofLites et al. (1993) illustrates that network elements do not share in the three-minuteoscillation but uctuate with 5{20 min periodicities.Other internetwork phenomena are the 160 nm bright points (Foyng and Bon-net 1984a, 1984b) and C I jets (Dere et al. 1983, 1986) which may or may not bedirectly related to K2V grains; they are addressed by Hoekzema elsewhere in theseproceedings. The same holds for the chillingly cool CO clouds (e.g., Ayres 1981,1991), necessarily an internetwork phenomenon if they exist. They are addressed byUitenbroek elsewhere in these proceedings.The nature of internetwork magnetic �elds is even less certain. At su�cientsensitivity and spatial resolution, magnetic ux seems present in patches of a fewseconds of arc in pepper-and-salt mixed-polarity patterns throughout internetworkareas (Livingston and Harvey, 1971). Keller et al. (1994) �nd that the intrinsic�eld strength is below one kG. Whether and how these internetwork �elds interactwith the internetwork three-minute oscillation, especially the K2V grains, remainsa matter of debate. Sivaraman maintains his claim of one-to-one correspondencebetween K2V grain intensity and �eld strength (Sivaraman and Livingston, 1982;Sivaraman, 1991; Kariyappa et al., 1994). Others believe K2V grains to be purely



30 ROBERT J. RUTTENhydrodynamical (Rutten and Uitenbroek 1991a, 1991b; Deubner, 1991; Kulaczewski,1992; Kneer and von Uexk�ull, 1993) except when persistently migrating (Brandtet al. 1992, 1994), while Kalkofen has migrated from strong to weak to no �eld(Kalkofen 1989, 1991; Kalkofen et al., 1992).Finally, internetwork areas should be covered by magnetic canopies. So far, theirrole in internetwork dynamics has been limited to the suggestion of Deubner andFleck (1990) that they collect mechanical energy from low-frequency juggling overwide areas and funnel this down into network elements as magneto-gravity waves.More is to be expected now that the attention of the proli�cist6 Sami Solanki risesfrom tubes to canopies (Solanki et al., 1994a).3. Characteristics of H2V and K2V grainsLet me now illustrate some of the above properties with representations from atwo-hour spectrogram sequence obtained by B.W. Lites and me on October 15,1991 at the NSO/Sacramento Peak Vacuum Tower Telescope. We registered a 10�Aportion of the Ca II H line on one CCD, the He I 10830�A region simultaneously onanother. These spectrograms contain many lines and continuum or H{wing windows;uctuation diagnostics have been measured for 46 di�erent spectral features. Onlya few are shown here, detailed analysis to be published more formally.The main point of this section is that even the quiet internetwork atmosphere, somuch easier to understand than the active uxtube atmosphere, presents a dynamicalmixture that needs to be disentangled in many dimensions and domains at the sametime.Separation in bandwidth.Figure 2 shows the intensity in the Ca II H line for three spectral bandwidths inthe form of space{time images (\time slices"). The righthand panel is the H2Vintensity; it contains network most noticeably around position 100 and regular H2Vgrains especially to the right of that. The lefthand panel simulates the Mt. WilsonH&K photometer (Vaughan et al., 1978); the 1�A wide H index in the middle panelsimulates the spectroheliograph slit of Sivaraman and Livingston (1982). The threepanels contain basically the same information. They di�er primarily in the contrastand sharpness with which the grains and the network stand out. This similarityillustrates the above quote from Cram and Dam�e (1983): grains are small, narrow-band intensity spikes that belong to a larger-scale and wider-band oscillation pattern.The latter does not di�er much between the three panels; only when comparingamplitudes, blinking, or measuring phase di�erences become di�erences betweenthe panels apparent.The �gure shows that a very narrow bandwidth is not needed to study spatio-temporal patterns of chromospheric oscillations with Ca II K �ltergrams. Indeed,on our 0.3�A FWHM La Palma movies (Brandt et al. 1992, 1994) bright K2V grainsare rare, but all internetwork areas show spidery brightness structures that seemto move and evolve at large (50{100km s�1) apparent phase speed, betraying wave6 most proli�c publicist; see 1989{1993 A&A author index.



INTERNETWORK DYNAMICS 31
DISTANCE ALONG SLIT (arcsec)Fig. 2. Ca II H intensity behaviour as a function of spatial position along the slit. Left: measuredwith a centered triangular pro�le of 2�A base, as the Mt. Wilson stellar H&K photometer. Middle:H index = intensity in a centered 1�A wide band. Right: H2V intensity.interference. A narrow �lter band is only required if one aims to measure the K2Vover K2R intensity ratio as a �ltergraph proxy for K3 Doppler shift (Rutten andUitenbroek, 1991a; Lites et al., 1994).Separation in heightFigure 3 shows spatially resolved power spectra from the same data and is alsodiscussed in Lites et al. (1994). The four lines sample the solar atmosphere indi�erent fashions. The Fe I 3963.44�A line (lower right panel) is the deepest-formedline in our data set because it is weak and furthest away from Ca II H line center. Itshows granulation and/or gravity wave power at the lowest frequencies and containsthe familiar p-mode band. The Al I 3961.54�A resonance line (upper right panel) isquite strong and is probably rather like Ca II 8542�A in its characteristics. Its higherformation results in a much larger contribution by the three-minute oscillation, butnetwork/internetwork distinction is not yet clear. In contrast, Ca II H3 shows largedistinction as usual. In this observation, contrary to the comparable plot in Fig. 4of Lites et al. (1993), there is appreciable three-minute power only at the far right,corresponding to frequent occurrence of H2V grains only at the far right in the H2Vpanel of Fig. 2.He I 10830�A (upper left) shows properties rather like H3. This panel is verynoisy due to the use of a non-optimized CCD camera and the weakness of the line,but generally, the He I power spectrum exhibits similar patterns as the Ca II panel.
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Fig. 3. Quiet-sun velocity power spectra from four lines that were registered simultaneously,respectivelyHe I 10830�A (upper left panel), Ca II H3 (3968.5�A, lower left), the strongAl I 3961.54�Aresonance line (upper right), and the weak Fe I 3963.44�A line (lower right). The slit crossed networkaround position 100, as evident in Ca II. The square root of the Doppler shift power per position iscoded as darkness. The striping at the far right in the He I panel is due to correction for di�erentialrefraction along the slit.This agreement is illustrated by phase di�erence spectra in Lites et al. (1994). Itis also seen in Figs. 2 and 3 (lower left and upper right panels, respectively) ofBocchialini et al. (1994) if one neglects the scaling and takes K2V�K2R as proxyfor K3, and also when one compares the He I 10830�A { Mg I8807�A phase di�erencespectrum in Fig. 3 of Fleck et al. (1994) with the upper-left panel of Fig. 5 below.Note, however, that the agreement is qualitative; the He I rms velocity amplitude isappreciably smaller than for H3.Such comparisons between di�erent lines are the major contribution that spec-trometry makes to studies of chromospheric dynamics. They also provide the majortesting ground for the numerical simulations, all one-dimensional so far and emulat-ing �xed-slit spectrometry. The simulations imply that at the height of Ca II H&Kline formation, the three-minute oscillation consists of overtaking shock trains farout of the linear regime, with much temporal (and presumably spatial) interference(see references above and reports elsewhere in these proceedings). This implies thatclassical concepts of plane-parallel line formation, with lines regularly ordered in



INTERNETWORK DYNAMICS 33well-behaved \height of formation", make no sense. The early work of Mein (1964,1966, 1971) and coworkers (Mein and Mein, 1976, 1980; Provost and Mein, 1979)showed that even the response of the Ca II infrared lines to quasi-linear waves isalready quite complex, especially that of Ca II 8498�A. Now that we have to do withinterfering shocks rather than with clean waves, interpretation of observed spec-tral line di�erences, in particular phase di�erence spectra, must necessarily rely onnumerical simulation.It seems to me that this holds self-evidently for the lefthand panels of Fig. 3.The amazing agreement between Ca II and He I Doppler shifts says that the twolines experience the same phenomenon in roughly similar fashion, notwithstandingtheir large di�erence in formation sensitivities. The latter may produce the di�er-ence in amplitude, not in the sense that \He I 10830�A is formed higher and thereforeits smaller rms Doppler shifts imply that the oscillation has smaller amplitude atgreater height", but rather that the formation of the He I line weighs the excur-sions along the line of sight in the layers where coalescing shocks and downfallingafter-shock matter interact somewhat di�erently from Ca II H, no wonder since itcombines smaller opacity with a very di�erent temperature and irradiation sensi-tivity. Thus, the localization of the line response is primarily done by the actualdynamical strati�cation, not by the average line contribution function. A similarissue holds for the C I jets discussed by Hoekzema in these proceedings. Their ob-served Doppler shifts are up to 20 km s�1, very much larger than the K3 shifts, butnevertheless seem to belong also to the internetwork three-minute dynamics.Separation in frequencyIn separating time-sequence data frequency-wise by Fourier transforms one loses theidenti�cation of space-time behaviour. This is not permitted when di�erent areasbehave di�erently; a major di�erence between the Fourier analysis of Cram (1978)and the subsequent studies of Lites et al. (1982), Deubner and Fleck (1990), Ku-laczewski (1992), Lites et al. (1993), Kneer and von Uexk�ull (1993) and Bocchialiniet al. (1994) is that the latter all distinguish network from internetwork areas.The alternative to plotting Fourier diagnostics with area distinction is to plotspace-time diagnostics with Fourier distinction; this is done in Fig. 4. The inputconsists of the H2V brightness time slice shown in the upper-left panel, the same asthe right-hand panel in Fig. 2. The three lower panels show its Fourier constituentsin terms of the major three phenomena present in the internetwork chromosphere:the low-frequency gravity wave band, the �ve-minute p-mode band, and the three-minute propagating wave band. They were made by �ltering the signal per spatialcolumn with appropriate passbands in temporal frequency. We have split all our46 spectral diagnostics in these three bands. It is instructive to blink these 138Fourier-�ltered time slices in varied combinations and to study e.g., the reversal ofgranular intensity in the outer H-line wings (Evans and Catalano, 1972; Suemotoet al. 1987, 1990; cf. Salucci et al., 1994) and the spatio-temporal relationshipsbetween large-amplitude oscillation wave trains at di�erent heights. Such blinkingis not useful for the un�ltered time slices in which the three constituents confuseeach other thoroughly.The di�erence in character between the leftmost lower panel and the other two
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DISTANCE ALONG SLIT (arcsec)Fig. 4. Space-time Fourier decomposition. Each panel is a time slice plotting H2V intensity asa function of spatial position along the slit and elapsed time. The upper left panel contains themeasurements. The lower three panels, from left to right, are the low{f band, �ve-minute band andthree-minute band components. The sum of the lower three panels is shown in the upper middlepanel. It displays total oscillatory behavior. The upper right panel is the di�erence between the�rst and second panels and displays only the lowest and highest frequencies. The grey scale hasbeen set by clipping the H2V intensity at a bright network value.



INTERNETWORK DYNAMICS 35lower panels is immediately apparent. The �rst panel is space-time structured bygranular overshoot and granulation-excited gravity waves. The network stands outclearly with its own slow uctuations. The other two panels are very similar incharacter, showing typical wave pattern interference with supersonic apparent phasespeeds (the tilts of the wavy-curtain modulation)7. The network around position 100tends to have larger �ve-minute and smaller three-minute amplitude. It possessesoscillation maxima in the �ve-minute band, whereas the H2V grains to the right ofit have high-amplitude three-minute components.The middle panel in the upper row of Fig. 4 is the sum of the lower three anddisplays oscillation characteristics with normalization per column (low frequenciestaken out) and less noise (high frequencies out)8. This panel shows the slow networkmodulation most clearly. It gives a strong impression of regular periodicity, asreported for older data by Lites et al. (1993).Separation in contextThe upper left and right panels in Fig. 4 display most clearly that the slit cutsthrough di�erent chromospheric regimes. Network stands out around position 100and is also present around position 40. The area around 120 arcsec is internetworkwith many H2V grains, whereas there is a dark internetwork area without grains at50 arcsec. Finally, the stripe near 10 arcsec is very much like the persistent ashertraced by Brandt et al. (1992) on a K2V �ltergram sequence and shown by Brandtet al. (1994) to be an actual solar cork, obeying the horizontal ows in the underlyingphotosphere and therefore presumably magnetically anchored. The upper part of thestrip would not be easily recognized as such, but the lower part is very much similarto the track in Fig. 2 of Brandt et al. (1992). That asher migrated fairly rapidlythrough the internetwork area; this one has fortunately stayed on the spectrographslit.Thus, it appears that splitting the quiet chromosphere into network and internet-work regimes alone does not pay su�cient tribute to actual solar variation. Summingover large areas and long times may produce statistical stability and clean diagrams,but also implies averaging over signals that may di�er intrinsically. The reverse istherefore done in Fig. 5, where the display technique of the phase di�erence spectrain Lites et al. (1993), designed to show spread in addition to averaged result, iscarried a step further by limiting the phase determinations to small spatial areas,i.e., the narrow strips just noted. The scatter increases, but so may the actual solarinformation content9.The diagrams in Fig. 5 are for Al I 3961.54�A and H3 Dopplershift, upward velocitypositive and phase di�erence positive when Al I shift leads H3 shift. The four Al Ipower spectra are similar but the H3 power spectra di�er with location along the7 Note that such �ltering may lead to apparent over-regularity. A short segment of large ampli-tude forces its phase on the remainder of its time-slice column if the �lter passband is too narrow(cf. Dam�e and Marti�c, 1987; Marti�c and Dam�e, 1989).8 Such �ltering would have improved the time slices in Fig. 2 of Kneer and von Uexk�ull (1993)which are badly fringed at twice the Nykvist frequency.9 In any case, the displayed information content of these \Bruce Lites confusograms" is increasedby adding frequency-averaged phase di�erences, rms error bars, coherency and power spectra allinto a single panel.
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Fig. 5. Phase di�erence spectra between Al I 3961.54�A and Ca II H3 Doppler shifts, computedfollowing Lites et al. (1993). In each panel, the grey-scaled dots mark amplitude-weighted phasedi�erence per frequency and per spatial position along the slit. The squares mark their averageper frequency bin, the bars the corresponding rms deviations. The curve in the upper half is thecoherency, scaled 0{1 and determined by 9-point smoothing in temporal frequency. The curves inthe lower half are the power spectra, solid for Al I 3961.54�A and dashed for H3 , each normalized byits maximum. Upper left panel: area restricted to positions 116{131 arcsec along the slit, with manyH2V grains as seen in Figs. 2 and 4. Upper right panel: area at 6{15 arcsec with persistent asher.Lower left panel: dark area at 46{57 arcsec. Lower right panel: network area at 93{106 arcsec.



INTERNETWORK DYNAMICS 37slit, as is also seen in Fig. 3. The upper-left diagram is for the H2V grain strip nearposition 120. It is the only one with most H3 power above f = 5 mHz. It hasfairly high coherence and shows a steady increase of phase di�erence with frequencythroughout the three-minute band, turning into noise above f = 10 mHz. Thepersistent asher (upper right diagram) has similar coherence but its H3 power peaksat �ve minutes and its phase di�erences remain close to zero throughout the regionof coherence. The dark area (lower left diagram) has no coherence, low H3 power10and noisy phase di�erences that scatter around zero. Finally, the network diagramat the lower right displays familiar network behaviour: it has strong H3 power atvery low frequencies and an increase of phase di�erence with f in the three-minuteregime.Clearly, a larger data set is desirable to decrease the 1� error bars in thesediagrams. Even so, it seems unwise to average persistent ashers and dark areastogether with grainy areas into one \internetwork" bin. These diagrams indicatethat ashers and dark areas pull the three-minute phase di�erences to zero. TheH2V grain panel shows an increase from 0� to 140� over f = 5 � 8mHz which isjust like the simulated increase in Fig. 49 of Skartlien (1994) after reversal for signconvention.The phase di�erence plots measure oscillation characteristics from all pixels in theselected time-slice strip. What about the K2V grain pixels speci�cally? Since grainsare part of the larger-scale three-minute oscillation they should obey these phasedi�erences. A direct display is given in Fig. 6 in the form of scatter plots. Thesecorrelate the measured H2V intensity per spatial position in the H2V grain strip(positions 116{131 arcsec) to the three-minute components of the Al I 3961.54�ADoppler shift (left) and the intensity in an H-line wing window (right), i.e., thevalues in the two Fourier-decomposed three-minute time slices of these quantitiesare simply plotted against each other per pixel in the grain strip. The plots are astatistical extension of the case studies of e.g., Jensen and Orrall (1963), Punetha(1974), Liu (1974), Beckers and Artzner (1974), Cram (1974), Durrant et al. (1976)and Cram et al. (1977). The upper panels show a cloud of points with an upwardextension, the latter points being from the high-intensity H2V grains. In the middleand lower panels, a time delay was introduced between the Al I 3961.54�A and H-wing sampling and the H2V sampling, of one and two minutes respectively. Thetilting of the clouds betrays two-minute periodicity. The H2V grains concur withit; thus, bright grains correlate with the oscillation underneath the H2V formationlayer after some delay.The lefthand diagrams correspond to phase di�erence analysis between Al I shiftand H2V brightness while the righthand diagrams correspond to I � I phase di�er-ences, but these diagrams distinguish, at the cost of frequency resolution, betweenthe phase-di�erence contributions of bright, average and dark H2V pixels. Thereis no symmetry between bright and dark; the clouds do not have co-oscillatingdark extensions. Whenever H2V shows enhanced brightness, Al I 3961.54�A blueshiftwas large two minutes earlier; however, the reverse does not hold since large Al I10 Perhaps one ought to normalize the power spectra to their high-f noise level. Bocchialini et al.(1994) regard di�erences between high-f power tails as signi�cant, but I would rather attributethese to di�erence in small-scale morphology that is jittered by seeing across the slit.
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Fig. 6. H2V intensity against the three-minute bands of respectively Al I 3961.54�A Doppler shift(left) and H-line wing brightness near 3967.74�A (right), per slit position of the grain-rich datasegment at the far right of the H2V time slice in Figs. 2 and 4. Top: simultaneous sampling.Middle: abscissae measured one minute before H2V intensity. Bottom: abscissae measured twominutes earlier. The Al I Doppler shift is in km s�1, blueshift positive; the intensities are inarbitrary units with an arbitrary zero point.3961.54�A blueshift is more often followed two minutes later by average H2V , andalso often by dark H2V . Also, the brightest H2V points are not an extension ofthe cloud towards larger Al I 3961.54�A shift or larger H-wing brightness. Anotherselector seems at work as well; Rutten and Uitenbroek (1991a) identi�ed the down-fall of higher layers as measured by H3 Dopplershift as a second requirement (theirpage 26) by overlaying the time slices in Cram and Dam�e (1983), a technique thatis simulated in these scatter plots for the underlying atmosphere.



INTERNETWORK DYNAMICS 394. DiscussionIn their 1991 review, Rutten and Uitenbroek concluded that Ca II H&K inter-network behaviour is primarily a hydrodynamical phenomenon in which the Ca IIwing whiskers portray regular upward propagating three-minute oscillations and thegrains mark interference between these and a saw-tooth oscillation displayed by K3and consisting either of nonlinear waves, 2{3 min shock trains, or modulation ofhigh-frequency shock trains. Rather than calling the grains tops of icebergs, theycompared them to the water spouts seen at sea in places with much wave patterninterference, designated clapotis on sea charts (Dowd, 198111).The major change since then is that numerical modeling now converges to a de�ni-tive description of K2V grain formation. The earlier groundwork by e.g., Stein andSchwartz (1972) and Leibacher et al. (1982) has blossomed into a urry of numericalactivity and hydrodynamical understanding. Ulmschneider's computations identi-�ed valuable concepts as the limiting shock strength (Ulmschneider 1990, 1992) andshock overtaking (Rammacher and Ulmschneider, 1992); Fleck and Schmitz (1991,1993) clari�ed the basic physics of cut-o� resonance, perhaps already clear to Lamb(1908) but not to us; the development now culminates here at Oslo with the properinclusion of time-dependent radiation e�ects in the Carlsson{Stein code. The sim-ulatory reproduction of the Lites et al. (1993) observations by Carlsson and Stein(1992) was already impressive; the results now in hand (see Carlsson's contributionin these proceedings) show unmistakably that the code produces K2V grains just likethe solar ones. These simulations not only con�rm early scenario's (Athay, 1970;Cram, 1972; Liu and Skumanich, 1974) and sophisticated empirical modeling byMein et al. (1987), but add detailed physical insight by not being an ad-hoc schemebut a self-consistent application of reliable time-dependent hydrodynamics and ra-diative transfer, to be utilized to �nd out exactly how grains form at least in thecomputer. The grainy secret lies in having proper upper-layer dynamics at the rightmoment, not from the infalling meteorites postulated by Jewell (1900) but ratherdue to the intricacies of overtaking shock dynamics with time-dependent hydrogenionization and recombination.However, some issues remain. Obviously, one-dimensional simulations do notexactly assess the energy balance and the basal ux, or horizontal scales, pistonpatterning and wave interference. Let me conclude this review by discussing someof these.Spatial patterningDam�e and Marti�c (1987) have claimed on the basis of the K3 image sequence ana-lyzed by Dam�e et al. (1984) that the K3 brightness oscillation possesses a distinct,persistent horizontal wavelength of 8 Mm, similar to the one noted in 1600�A con-tinuum brightness variations (Foing and Bonnet, 1984a; Marti�c and Dam�e, 1989)and attributed by Deubner (1989) to p-mode interference patterns (cf. Straus et al.,11 A book your library doesn't have. A quote from the 1988 edition: \When the crests ofsuch waves coincide, their amplitudes combine, creating huge standing waves, much steeper thantraveling waves. This phenomenon is called clapotis. O� the northern tip of New Zealand, wheremajor wave patterns collide in deep water, clapotis is regularly seen. The pinnacling waves formedhere have so much vertical power that they can throw a laden kayak clear out of the water."



40 ROBERT J. RUTTEN1992). It seems indeed that H2V and K2V grains cluster in meso-scale or larger-scalepatterning. The \standard" grain development evident in Fig. 4 of Cram and Dam�e(1983) is actually rather rare; Carlsson and Stein (1992) had to hunt around in thedata of Lites et al. (1993) to �nd a \typical" example. Kulaczewski (1992) foundonly sporadic, non-repetitive grains in his spectra. In the data presented above,grains are only frequent in the rightmost strip adjacent to the network (Figs. 2 and4). Gillespie's K2V spectroheliogram indicates grain clustering within internetworkareas. The La Palma K2V movie of Brandt et al. (1992) contains fairly extendedinternetwork areas without much grain activity.Let me digress here for a moment to the patterning of photospheric oscillations.Figure 7 shows two power maps from Brown et al. (1992). The p-mode map showsthe familiar weakening of �ve-minute oscillations in active regions (dark); the rest ofthe �eld displays p-mode interference modulation in rather homogeneous patterningexcept where magnetic �eld resides, just as one would expect for amplitudes thatare set by global properties of the solar interior. The three-minute power map showsactive region halos, also described by Braun et al. (1992); the quiet regions havelargest 3-min power in small-scale blobs that seem less homogeneously distributedthan the p-mode blobs. There are fairly large areas of supergranular size withoutmuch power, while others abound with power blobs. Such spatial distribution seemsto require another patterning agent than the pseudomode FLD ridges or the strong�elds evident in the p-mode map. Brown et al. (1992) wonder whether these sitesof excess high-f emission sites are also the localized acoustic sources postulated byBrown (1991). In the K2V grain context, the question arises whether excess K2Vgraininess has to do with one or the other or both. The numerical simulations indi-cate that K2V grains do not betray photospheric piston action in real time, since ittakes many oscillation cycles before shock coalescence has set up the upper atmo-sphere into the proper state of turmoil for grains to ash in K2V . A direct connectionbetween large three-minute amplitude in the photosphere and grain activity is alsonot to be expected, nor seen in the data discussed above.However, graininess patterning may yet betray piston activity statistically. Obvi-ous granular piston candidates are the fast-sinking �ngers of cool subsurface matterand the supersonic outows near the borders or large granules that are consistentlyseen in granulation simulations (Stein and Nordlund, 1989; Cattaneo et al. 1989,1990); the active region halos indicate there may also be magnetism-related ones(I would in particular suspect the persistent downdrafts adjacent to the ux sheetsin the simulations of Steiner et al., 1994). Granular pistoning may well be modu-lated on mesogranular scale, since regions of ow divergence tend to possess moreexploding granules than converging ones (Title et al. 1989a, 1989b; Brandt et al.,1991). Thus, it is of interest to correlate K2V three-minute power maps as those ofDam�e et al. (1984) with deep magnetograms, with photospheric power maps as theones of Brown et al. (1992), and with photospheric ow tracers, in each comparisonadmitting sizable delays between photospheric and K2V patterning. Fortunately,the mesogranular evolution time of �ve to six hours (Brandt et al., 1994) is longerthan the half-hour delay between piston and upper-atmosphere grain state whichthe simulations indicate (Carlsson, these proceedings).
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Fig. 7. Two oscillation power maps from Brown et al. (1992), constructed from a 256-minsequence of Fe I 5576�A Dopplergrams. Top: power in the �ve-minute band. Dark areas correspondto active regions in a Kitt Peak magnetogram taken two hours earlier. Bottom: power in thethree-minute band. The active regions have halos of enhanced power. The major axis measures425 arcsec. The two brightest areas in the lower panel are artifacts and are masked in the upperpanel. Both displays have been clipped to enhance contrast.



42 ROBERT J. RUTTENInternetwork magnetismAlthough I have advocated that K2V grains are a purely hydrodynamical phe-nomenon and that the grain{�eld correlation observed by Sivaraman and Livingston(1982) must be attributed to persistent ashers (Rutten and Uitenbroek, 1991a;Brandt et al., 1992), the magnetic connection is not laid to rest until the Sivaraman{Livingston correlation is disproven by further (and better) observation|and actu-ally, if internetwork �elds are swept together or diluted by mesogranular convergentand divergent ows while these also pattern K2V pistoning, a spatial correlation likethe persistent mesogranular modulation of Mg I b1 noted by November (1989) is evenlikely. At the other end, higher up, the role of the magnetic canopies must be stud-ied; they may �gure directly in internetwork dynamics as speculated by Hoekzemaelsewhere in these proceedings, and graininess di�erences may betray canopy di�er-ences. In brief, I still hold the hope expressed at the end of Rutten and Uitenbroek(1991a) that K2V grains will sometime turn out useful to measure something.Internetwork chromosphere?A �nal comment is on nomenclature. The concept of a general BCA{HSRA{VALIIIchromospheric temperature rise that sets in at a height of about 500 km in quiet-Sun internetwork regions is now being attacked from many sides. Avrett himselfreproduces the multitude of strong CO lines observed from space by ATMOS witha model that decays gently out to large height (log �5 � �6), much like a radiativeequilibrium model. The recent CO observations of Uitenbroek et al. (1994) (seealso Uitenbroek's contribution in these proceedings) indicate that cool CO cloudsdo not exist as permanent �xtures in the internetwork atmosphere since the COlines are regularly modulated by oscillations, in a fashion closely comparable to theH&K wing modulation. Infrared eclipse and non-eclipse solar limb measurementsindicate appreciable extent of a cool and dense component, presumably sitting aboveinternetwork regions (Deming et al., 1992; Solanki et al., 1994b)|a trend which iscontinued at the larger heights seen in the sub-mm and mm regimes (Labrum et al.,1978; Horne et al., 1981; Wannier et al., 1983; Lindsey et al., 1986; Roellig et al.,1991; Belkora et al., 1992; Ewell et al., 1993; White and Kundu, 1994) where thechromosphere is obviously not in hydrostatic equilibrium but perhaps not dominatedby spicules either (cf. Ewell et al., 1993), making one wonder whether the extendedcool sub-mm and mm chromosphere is rooted in internetwork too. Last but notleast, the numerical simulations shown in this workshop and the emulation of plane-parallel ultraviolet continuum modeling based on them, reported elsewhere in theseproceedings by Carlsson and Skartlien, indicate that hot shock fronts embedded ina cool plasma may well masquerade as smooth outward temperature rise that doesnot exist as such anywhere.All together, this implies that we need another name for the internetwork regimebetween h � 500 km and h � 1500 km. It is not part of the photosphere because it istransparent to the bulk of the solar ux. It is not part of the chromosphere when thatis de�ned as the purple-red shell seen at eclipse because that sticks out much further;it is also not part of the chromosphere when that is de�ned as the regime above theVALIII temperature minimum because there is no such temperature minimum. Ipropose to call this regime of shocking wave interaction the clapotisphere.
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RADIATION SHOCK DYNAMICS IN THE SOLARCHROMOSPHERE { RESULTS OF NUMERICAL SIMULATIONSMATS CARLSSONInstitute of Theoretical Astrophysics, P.O.Box 1029 Blindern, N{0315 Oslo,NorwayandROBERT F. STEINDepartment of Physics & Astronomy, Michigan State University, East Lansing,MI 48824, USAAbstract.We report results from self-consistent non-LTE radiation hydrodynamics simulations of thepropagation of acoustic waves through the solar chromosphere.It is found that enhancedchromospheric emission, which corresponds to an outwardly increasingsemi-empirical temperature structure, can be produced by wave motions without any increase inthe mean gas temperature. Thus, despite long held beliefs, the sun may not have a classicalchromosphere in magnetic �eld free internetwork regions.The dynamic formation of continuum radiation is described in some detail. Concepts thatwork well in static models do not necessarily work in the dynamic chromosphere. The contributionfunction for the intensity may be bimodal with one peak around �� =1 and another at a shock atsmaller optical depth. The mean height of formation will then be between those regions and haveno relation to either formation region.Above the photosphere, the source function is so decoupled from the Planck function thatvariations in intensity can not be taken as a proxy for gas temperature variations. The emergentintensity does not show the discontinuous rise signature of shock waves even for the continuaformed where the shocks are strong. Even in the photosphere a one-to-one correspondence betweenintensity variation and gas temperature variation is not possible because of the dependence of theformation height on the opacity and therefore on the temperature.The modi�cation of velocity amplitude and phase as a function of frequency and depth in theatmosphere is described with a transfer function. This function is found to be rather insensitive tothe input velocity �eld in the photosphere. By using the derived transfer function it is possible toconstruct piston velocities that give photospheric velocities that match observed Doppler shifts.The simulations closely match the observed behaviour of Ca II H2V bright grains. The forma-tion of bright grains is described in detail and both the brightness and the wavelength position ofthe grains are explained. It is found that the grain pattern is completely set by the velocity patternof the piston. The frequency components around 3 minute periods are found to be most importantbut with signi�cant modulation of the grain behaviour from the low frequency component of thevelocity �eld. The strength of grains is not directly proportional to the photospheric 3 minutepower but a result of interference between many modes.Key words: Hydrodynamics, Radiative transfer, Shock Waves, Sun: chromosphere1. IntroductionThe solar atmosphere is a dynamic radiating medium and many of its outstandingproblems require radiation-hydrodynamics for their investigation. Detailed compar-ison of the evolution of line pro�les observed with high spatial and temporal reso-



48 MATS CARLSSON AND ROBERT F. STEINlution with self-consistent radiation-hydrodynamic simulations provides a means fordeveloping diagnostics for atmospheric motions.We have developed a code that is capable of such a self-consistent radiation-hydrodynamic treatment under solar chromospheric conditions with the importantradiative transitions treated in non-LTE. Earlier schematic studies using sinusoidalmonochromatic driving velocity �elds (Carlsson and Stein, 1992) are here expandedto driving velocity �elds that reproduce observed Doppler shifts in photosphericlines. These simulations are used to show that the whole concept of a semistatic non-magnetic chromosphere is completely misleading. We also focus on the behaviourof the Ca II line pro�les, because new high quality data are now available (see othercontributions in these proceedings) and the question as to what drives the appearenceof K2V bright grains has been much debated recently (e.g., Rutten and Uitenbroek,1991, Rammacher and Ulmschneider, 1992, Rossi et al., 1992).The layout of the paper is as follows: In section 2 we describe the methods usedand in section 3 we describe the results with a detailed analysis of the formationof continuum radiation in section 3.1, the equivalent semi-empirical atmosphere insection 3.2 and the atmospheric transfer function in section 3.3. The formation ofH2V and K2V bright grains is discussed in section 3.4. The results are discussedin section 4 and the conclusions are given in section 5. Phase relations betweenintensity and velocity for the calcium lines are discussed in a companion paper.2. MethodWe solve the one-dimensional equations of mass, momentum and energy conserva-tion together with the non-LTE radiative transfer and population rate equations,implicitly on an adaptive mesh. The radiative transfer is treated using Scharmer'smethod (Scharmer, 1981, Scharmer and Carlsson, 1985, Carlsson, 1986). The ad-vection terms are treated using Van Leer's (1977) second order upwind scheme toensure stability and monotonicity in the presence of shocks. An adaptive mesh isused (Dor� and Drury, 1987) in order to resolve the regions where the uid propertiesare changing rapidly (such as in shock fronts). The equations are solved implicitlyto ensure stability in the presence of radiative energy transfer, and to have the timesteps controlled by the rate of change of the variables and not by the Courant timefor the smallest zones.We include 6 level model atoms for hydrogen and singly ionized calcium. Othercontinua are treated as background continua in LTE, using the Uppsala atmospheresprogram (Gustafsson, 1973). Our initial atmosphere is in radiative equilibrium with-out line blanketing above the convection zone (for the processes we consider) andextends 100 km into the convection zone, with a time constant divergence of theconvective energy ux (on a column mass scale) calculated with the Uppsala codewithout line blanketing. Basic quantities for the initial atmosphere are shown inFig. 1.Waves are driven through the atmosphere by a piston located at the bottom ofthe computational domain (100 km below �500= 1) whose velocity is taken from a3750 second sequence of Doppler shift observations in an Fe I line at �396.68 nm inthe wing of the Ca H-line (Lites et al., 1993). Two procedures have been used to
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Fig. 1. Temperature, sound speed, pressure scale height and acoustic cut o� frequency as functionsof height in the starting atmosphere. lg(column mass) is given as a secondary scale.transform these observed Doppler shifts into a piston velocity. Originally the Dopplershifts were just scaled with 0.2, which was based on a computed ampli�cation of theamplitude of a monochromatic three-minute wave from the height of the piston tothe static height of formation of the iron line (�260 km above �500=1). This pistonvelocity in the simulation produces too little low frequency power at the height of 260km to give the Doppler shifts observed there. The reason is that the ampli�cationis not constant with frequency, and in addition, there is a zero phase-shift for non-propagating low frequency modes and a non-zero phase-shift at higher frequenciesdue to the propagation time between the two heights. The second procedure takesthese e�ects into account by using the �rst simulation to calculate a transfer function,H, for the atmosphere: F [v260km] = HF [v�100km]; (1)where F [v] denotes the Fourier transform of the velocity. The piston velocities arethen obtained as vpiston = F�1(H�1F (vFe)): (2)This procedure gives velocities at 260 km that quite closely match the observedDoppler shifts in the iron line. See Section 3.3 for a discussion of the transferfunction of the atmosphere in the simulations.



50 MATS CARLSSON AND ROBERT F. STEINThere is a transmitting boundary condition at the top of the computationaldomain.The microturbulence broadening was set to a constant 2 km/s throughout theatmosphere.After this dynamic calculation is completed, we then recalculate the behavior ofthe C I, Si I, Mg I and Al I continua in non-LTE. These continua are thus included inthe energy balance in the dynamic calculation in LTE and the non-LTE calculationis done for each snap-shot of the dynamic simulation with no back-coupling onthe energy balance. The overlap between continua treated in non-LTE is treatediteratively.The model atoms of C I, Si I, Mg I and Al I are similar to those used in theVAL series of papers (Vernazza, Avrett & Loeser 1973, 1976, 1981) but with thephotoionization cross-sections updated with data from Mathisen (1984) and theopacity project (see Seaton et al., 1994 and references therein). All other opacitysources and electron donors are treated in LTE.2.1. Semi-empirical AtmosphereTo compare the physics in the dynamical simulation with the conclusions we woulddraw from a classical analysis of the time-average of the simulation, we analyze thedynamical simulation in a way similar to the construction of the VAL3 models. Thetime averaged intensity as a function of wavelength from the simulation is takenas the quantity to be reproduced by a semi-empirical model atmosphere. For anassumed temperature structure the equations of hydrostatic equilibrium, statisti-cal equilibrium and radiative transfer are solved and the computed intensities arecompared with the time average from the dynamical atmosphere. The di�erence isfed into an automatic scheme (Skartlien, 1994) that calculates the adjustment tobe made to the semi-empirical temperature structure and the process is iterated toconvergence.This optimization problem is rather ill conditioned due to the width of the in-tensity contribution functions; any change on a scale substantially smaller than thiswidth will not change the outgoing intensity. For this reason a smoothness criterionhas been imposed on the semi-empirical temperature; above the classical tempera-ture minimum the di�erence between a radiative equilibrium temperature structureand the semi-empirical temperature structure is described with a �fth order polyno-mial. Another reason for the ill-conditioned optimization problem is the fact thatsome height ranges are not represented with radiation formed there; in particularthis is true for the heights between the formation heights of the Lyman continuumand the carbon continuum.The atoms treated in non-LTE are the same as when calculating the time averageof the intensity from the dynamic simulation: hydrogen, carbon, silicon, magnesiumand aluminum.Short-ward of infrared and mm wavelengths only in the UV are continua formedabove the position of the temperature minimum in the VAL models. The semi-empirical temperature structure is thus determined by the time averaged intensitiesin the UV from 1500 �A (formed around the VAL temperature minimum) to theLyman continuum (formed in the upper chromosphere in the VAL models).



CHROMOSPHERIC DYNAMICS { NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS 51The �nal semi-empirical temperature structure is typically able to reproduce thetime averaged intensity to within 20 K in radiation temperature above 100 nm andto within 100 K in the Lyman continuum below 91.2 nm.3. Results3.1. Formation of Continuum RadiationOur inferences about the solar chromosphere are based on our analysis of the lightwe receive. To properly interpret our observations we need to know how that light isproduced. In this section we discuss the formation of the continuum radiation at fourwavelengths (the dominant bound-free opacity source given in parenthesis): 207nm(Al I), 152nm (Si I), 110nm (C I) and 91.2nm (Lyman continuum). The intensitiesdiscussed below are for the wavelength just short-ward of the respective bound-freeopacity edge. These continua span a range of heights of formation and ionizationpotentials. We will see that concepts that work well in the static photosphere donot necessarily work in the dynamic chromosphere.The contribution to the emergent intensity from a location (z; z + dz) can bewritten �I� = [S�][exp(���)][��][ndz] ; (3)a product of the source function, an attenuation factor, the cross-section and thecolumn density of emitting atoms.The source function is more or less strongly coupled to the Planck function whichis very temperature sensitive in the UV, varying as exp(�const=T ), but varies lin-early with temperature in the mm wavelength range.In a dynamic atmosphere, with shocks present, the contribution function for theintensity may be bimodal, with one peak around �� = 1 and another at a shockat smaller optical depth. The shock may make a large contribution to the inten-sity because the source function can become extremely large and outway the smallnumber density of emitting atoms at small optical depth. This is especially trueat short wavelengths where the shock temperature increase gives an exponential in-crease in the Planck function. In this case the mean height of formation may well besomewhere between the shock and optical depth one and have no relation to eitherformation region. With this in mind we now consider the detailed behavior of theAl I, Si I C I and H I continua.Figures 2{3 show the formation of the continuum intensities in the four con-tinua at two di�erent times in the dynamical simulation. The temperature is showntogether with the source function, the contribution function to the intensity, theradiation temperature of the emergent intensity and the height and monochromaticoptical depth scales.Figure 4 gives the evolution in time over a short part of the full dynamic simu-lation of 7500 seconds.The Al I continuum with its edge at 207 nm is formed deep, around lg �500 =�0:66 at a height of 92 km. The mean depth of formation is below �� =1 becausethe contribution function gives more weight to larger depths due to the outwardtemperature drop. Aluminum has a low ionization potential, so it is nearly all ionizedand Al I is not the main ionization stage. This makes the opacity very temperature
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Fig. 2. Snapshot from the dynamical simulation at t=1530 s. Temperature (thin solid line,same in all four panels), source function (dotted) and the contribution function to the intensity(thick solid) as functions of lg �500. The temperature and the source function at ��=1 are markedwith asterisks. The radiation temperature of the outgoing intensity is shown as a horizontal line.Four di�erent wavelengths are shown corresponding to the Lyman continuum at 91.2 nm (top leftpanel), C I continuum at 110 nm (top right), Si I continuum at 152 nm (bottom left) and the Al Icontinuum at 207 nm (bottom right).sensitive. The source function is slightly larger than the Planck function due to thenon-LTE over-ionization. The source function at �� = 1 is thus above the Planckfunction at that point and the emergent intensity is even higher due to the mean
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Fig. 3. As Fig. 2 but at t=1610 s.formation depth being below ��=1. These e�ects do not vary much in time and theemergent intensity, the source function and the Planck-function thus vary in phase(Fig. 4). However, because of the temperature sensitivity of the ionization stage andhence opacity, an increase in temperature produces further ionization, which leads toa smaller opacity, so one sees in deeper to yet higher temperature. Thus the variationin radiation temperature will be larger than the variations in gas temperature at themean formation height; the rms of the radiation temperature in the simulation is
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Fig. 4. The radiation temperature of the outgoing intensity (solid), the source function at ��=1(dotted) and the temperature at �� = 1 (dashed) as functions of time for a small part of thedynamical simulation for four wavelengths. The horizontal lines show the radiation temperature ofthe mean of the outgoing intensity (solid) and of the mean of the Planck function (dashed) withthe mean taken over this part of the simulation. The means from the complete simulation will beslightly di�erent. The non-linear averaging is clearly shown with the radiation temperature of theintensity mean being close to the maximum intensity and likewise for the Planck function. Thesource function varies much less than the Planck function due to the non-LTE decoupling. Theradiation temperatureof the outgoing intensity does not show the shock signature of a discontinuousrise for the same reason



CHROMOSPHERIC DYNAMICS { NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS 5540K while the rms of the gas temperature at a �xed height of 100km is 17K. Therms variation in mean formation height is 0.04 in lg �500 corresponding to 7 km.The silicon continuum at 152 nm is formed around lg �500 = �4:3 at a heightof 648 km. The rms variation in the mean height of formation is 0.11 in lg �500corresponding to 49 km. Silicon has a moderate ionization potential. Hence, nearthe formation depth, silicon is � 80% ionized. Due to the lower temperatures inthe dynamic model, compared with a classical model with a chromosphere, andthe temperature sensitivity of the silicon ionization, the formation height is sub-stantially higher than in a semi-empirical model. The source function and Planckfunction are nearly uniform in the formation region, because it is below the regionwhere shocks signi�cantly modify the temperature structure (and hence the sourcefunction) and above the region of decreasing photospheric temperatures. This layeris near the region where shocks create an instantaneous temperature increase asthey pass through. The intensity is produced close to �� = 1 (4), and the classicalcontribution function there dominates the intensity formation. There may be a sec-ondary peak in the contribution function at a shock at smaller optical depth, butsuch secondary maxima always make smaller contributions to intensity. As a result,uctuations in the radiation temperature follow the thermal temperature at ��=1.However, the radiation temperature uctuations have a smaller amplitude (rms of86 K) than those in the gas temperature (rms of 210 K) due to the decoupling ofthe non-LTE source function and the Planck function.The carbon continuum at 110 nm is formed at lg �500=�5:6, just below whereshocks become strong. The rms variation in the mean height of formation is 0.32in lg �500 corresponding to 168 km. Carbon has a high ionization potential, so isnearly all neutral there. Since this is near the level of strong shock formation, thesource function responds to both the high temperatures at the shock and the lowtemperatures in their wake. However, the source function varies much less thanthe Planck function, because it is controlled by radiation, not by collisions. Theintensity contribution function is often bi-modal, with one peak near ��=1 and theother at the shock (Figs. 2{3). The radiation temperature is generally above thegas temperature at �� = 1 and does not dip as low. Only when a strong shock isformed by merging of shocks at small heights does the temperature in the wake falllow enough to make the source function follow. The radiation temperature of theemergent intensity shows a large rms variation of 165 K. The gas temperature at��=1 shows an rms variation of 636 K.The Lyman continuum at 91.2 nm is formed close to the top of the computationaldomain. The monochromatic optical depth at the top boundary is around 0.1 andthe emergent intensities will be a�ected by the treatment of the matter leaving thecomputational domain and by the absence of a magnetic canopy in the simulations(see Section 4). Keeping this in mind, the continuum radiation is formed aroundlg �500=�8 with an rms variation of 0.27 in lg �500 corresponding to 59 km in height.The source function is almost completely decoupled from the Planck function; thisgives a much smaller variation in the radiation temperature of the emergent inten-sity (rms of 256 K) than in the gas temperature at �� = 1 (rms of 1910 K). Thegas temperature shows a rapid almost discontinuous rise when the shocks pass whilethe radiation temperature shows no such shock signature due to the decoupling of



56 MATS CARLSSON AND ROBERT F. STEINthe source function from the Planck function. The timescale for hydrogen ioniza-tion/recombination is long at the height of formation of the Lyman continuum. Therecombination then takes place behind the shocks leading to a maximum radiationtemperature after the maximum gas temperature at ��=1.Continua formed in the photosphere, e.g. Al I with the edge at 207 nm, andup to about 0.5 Mm, e.g. Si I with the edge at 152 nm, thus have contributionfunctions peaked near �� = 1 and have no secondary maxima at the height whereshocks exist because the number of their atoms at that height is extremely small.The C I continuum with the edge at 110 nm is formed close to where shocks form andoften exhibits a bimodal contribution function (Figs. 2{3). Even though the numberof atoms at shock forming heights is small, the exponential temperature sensitivityof the Planck function outweighs this factor.Above the photosphere, the source function is so decoupled from the Planckfunction that variations in intensity can not be taken as a proxy for gas temperaturevariations (Fig. 4). Even in the photosphere such a one-to-one correspondence be-tween intensity variation and gas temperature variation is not possible because of thedependency of the formation height on the opacity and therefore on the temperature.3.2. Semi-empirical AtmosphereFigure 5 shows the time average of the temperature as a function of height in the dy-namical simulation as a thick solid line. This average dynamic temperature structureshows no chromospheric rise. The corresponding semi-empirical temperature struc-ture (dashed) is obtained by treating the temperature as a function of height as a freeparameter and iterating to get the best possible �t between the intensities calculatedfrom the semi-empirical model and the time average of the intensity as a function ofwavelength calculated from the dynamical simulation (see Section 2.1). Also shownin the �gure are the range of temperatures in the simulation (thin solid lines), thestarting model for the dynamical simulation (dotted) and the semi-empirical modelFALA constructed to reproduce the solar dark internetwork regions (dot-dashed)(Fontenla et al., 1993).The striking feature of Fig. 5 is that the time average of the temperature as afunction of height in the dynamical simulation shows no chromospheric tempera-ture rise while the best match semi-empirical model has a classical chromospherictemperature rise.The temperature averaging in the dynamic simulation was done for given heightsbut the result is independent of the averaging procedure. The same monotonictemperature decrease with height is obtained by averaging on �xed column masses(Lagrangian grid). Averaging the thermal energy instead of the temperature againgives the same result.Why is a semi-empirical temperature rise needed to reproduce the time-averagedintensities? Although the diagnostic continua were calculated in non-LTE as ex-plained in Section 2.1, we will nevertheless start this discussion with a test casewhere all diagnostic continua were calculated in LTE.In LTE one would expect the best match semi-empirical temperature to be closeto the maximum temperature due to the exponential temperature sensitivity of thePlanck function in the UV. This is not the case | the semi-empirical temperature
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Fig. 5. Time average of the temperature in the dynamical simulation (thick solid), the range oftemperatures in the simulation (thin solid), the semi-empirical model that gives the best �t to thetime average of the intensity as a function of wavelength calculated from the dynamical simulation(thick dashed), the starting model for the dynamical simulation (dotted) and the semi-empiricalmodel FALA (dot-dashed). The maximum temperatures are only reached in narrow shock spikes ofshort duration. The semi-empirical model giving the same intensities as the dynamical simulationshows a chromospheric temperature rise while the mean temperature in the simulation does not.lies much lower than the maximum shock temperatures even in LTE. This is partlybecause the maximum temperatures occur in very narrow shock spikes of shortduration and also because the width of the contribution function smears out theinuence of the spikes on the intensities. The radiation temperature of the averageintensity is above the average temperature, however, because of the exponentialtemperature dependency of the Planck-function. This results in a semi-empiricaltemperature rise.In non-LTE the e�ects are much the same. The source function is partly decou-pled from the Planck-function and shows much less variation with time (see Fig. 4).However, the non-linear weighting of the higher temperatures is similar to the LTE-case and one gets a semi-empirical temperature rise. The intensities thus vary lessand have a di�erent mean radiation temperature than in the LTE case. Despitethese di�erences, the best �t semi-empirical temperature structure is very similar inLTE and non-LTE, even though the mean intensities are di�erent.



58 MATS CARLSSON AND ROBERT F. STEINThe mechanisms operating in the Lyman continuum are di�erent from the othercontinua due to the slow ionization/recombination rates. These e�ects have beenneglected for the other continua since these model atoms were not included self-consistently in the dynamic calculation (see Section 4 for a discussion of possibleconsequences of this neglect). At a given time the viscous dissipation in the shockstogether with the pressure work leads to a high temperature. This shock spike is verystrong because the long timescales for hydrogen ionization/recombination preventsthe energy from going into ionization energy (Carlsson and Stein, 1992). Hydrogen isionized further back into the post-shock region lowering the temperature. Even fur-ther back, the recombination takes place releasing the energy in the form of radiativecooling. Integrated over time at a given height, the viscous dissipation is balancedby the radiative cooling and there is no increase in the thermal energy. There is,however, an increased radiation compared with the radiative equilibrium starting at-mosphere due to the radiative cooling. The slow hydrogen ionization/recombinationthus increases the intensity and drastically lowers the amplitude of the intensityvariations.3.3. Velocity transfer functionThe velocity spectrum as a function of frequency changes with height, both in am-plitude and phase. The velocity amplitude of propagating waves increases withheight in a strati�ed atmosphere to maintain a constant ux as the density de-creases. Damping reduces this amplitude increase. Propagating modes also show aphase shift due to their �nite phase speed. For evanescent modes one expects moredamping but no change in phase as a function of height.We describe the change in the velocity spectrum in the simulations with a transferfunction, Hz1;z2 , de�ned as F [vz2] = Hz1;z2F [vz1]; (4)where F [vz1] denotes the Fourier transform of the velocity at height z1.The transfer function is thus a complex valued function where the absolute valuegives the ratio of velocity amplitude between the two heights and the phase givesthe (vz2 � vz1) phase di�erence.Figure 6 shows the velocity transfer function over height intervals of 100 km asa function of height in the atmosphere. The large spread in phase and amplitudeampli�cation in the bottom panels is due to low power at high frequencies at aheight of �70 km. The phase di�erence plots show the expected behaviour with nophase di�erence in the evanescent regime below the cut-o� frequency (which variesfrom 4 mHz at the bottom to 5 mHz at 300 km height, see Fig.1). The phase di�er-ence for propagating waves is what is expected from a phase speed asymptoticallyapproaching the sound speed for high frequencies. The velocity amplitude in theevanescent regime is nearly constant with height indicating strong damping, sincefor undamped waves the ampli�cation factor would be 1.3{1.7 over 100 km witha pressure scale height of 110{190 km. For higher frequencies, the ampli�cationapproaches the undamped value.The transfer function from the height of the piston to the formation height of theFe I line at �396.68 nm (about 260 km) was used to compute the piston velocity (see
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Fig. 6. Velocity transfer function over height intervals of 100 km. The large spread in phase andamplitude ampli�cation in the bottom panels is due to low power at high frequencies at a height of�70 km. The dotted line in the right panel shows the undamped ampli�cation factor exp�z=2H.section 2). Provided the transfer function is independent of the piston velocities, thisprocedure should recover the Fe I Doppler shifts as the velocity at the height 260 kmin the model. The transfer function from two di�erent velocity �elds is shown inFig. 7 together with the observed Doppler shifts and the velocities in the simulationsat the height 260 km. The transfer functions for the two di�erent velocity �elds arerather similar at low frequencies. At high frequencies there is a lot of noise due to
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Fig. 7. Velocity transfer function from the height of the piston to the formation height of theobserved Fe I line at �396.68 nm (about 260 km) with velocity ampli�cation in the top panels(dotted line: undamped ampli�cation factor of exp�z=2H), phase shift in the middle panels andthe velocity at a height of 260 km in the simulation (thick) compared with the observed Dopplershift in the Fe I line (thin). The left hand panels show the results from a piston velocity taken tobe the observed Fe I Doppler shifts scaled by 0.2. The right hand panels show the results from apiston velocity calculated with the help of the transfer function of the left panel. The observedDoppler shifts are quite well recovered except for a remaining phase shift of about 22 seconds.the small power at those frequencies at the height of the piston. The piston velocitiesused for the computations shown in the left hand panels contain more high frequencypower and less low frequency power than the piston velocities for the computationsshown in the right hand panels. This is clearly visible in the amount of noise in thetransfer function.Just scaling the observed Doppler shifts with a factor of 0.2 gives too little powerin the evanescent regime. Using this transfer function to adjust the piston velocitiesgives a good recovery of the Doppler shifts (Fig. 7, lower panels). Note, however,that the computed velocities lag the observed Doppler shifts by about 22 seconds.The velocity amplitude at 260 km height is about 10% of the local sound speed.Higher up in the atmosphere we would expect the concept of a transfer function as aproperty of the atmosphere to break down because the large amplitude perturbationsmodify the atmosphere signi�cantly.



CHROMOSPHERIC DYNAMICS { NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS 613.4. Formation of H2V bright grainsThe quasi-periodic emission in the core of the H and K lines of ionized calciumis asymmetric with often strong emission on the violet side of the line center (socalled H2V and K2V bright grains) and seldom any emission on the red side. Thisasymmetry is explained by the correlation between velocity and temperature. Wewill here go further, in an attempt to clarify what factors inuence the separation ofthe H2 peaks and where they are formed. We will also analyze di�erent simulationsand show that the occurrence of grains is determined wholly by the velocity �eldand not by the previous history of the atmosphere. Finally, we will reveal thecharacteristics of the photospheric velocity �eld that are su�cient to create brightgrains. In the simulations we will show results for the H-line in order to be able tocompare with observations of that line.3.4.1. Formation of emergent H-line intensityThe emergent intensity is given by the formal solution of the transfer equation:I� = Z 10 S�e���d�� : (5)The intensity contribution function can thus be split into the source function, S� ,an exponential attenuation factor (e��� ) and the product of the cross{section andthe column density of emitters (d��). This formal solution can be rewritten as:I� = Z z1z0 S���e��� d ln ��dz dz: (6)Now the integration variable is geometrical height, z, and the optical depth factorshave been reorganized as: ��e��� which has a sharp peak at ��=1 and d ln ��=dz ���=��, where �� is the monochromatic opacity per volume and thus a measure ofthe density of emitting particles. This last factor is thus important when there aremany emitting particles (large ��) at small optical depth (small ��), a situation thattypically arises in the presence of strong velocity gradients. It is this factor that isresponsible for the asymmetry of the Ca II lines.In the following series of �gures (Figs. 8{12) the formation of the H2V brightgrains is shown in the form of the contribution function to intensity and the factorsentering its calculation. The �gures all have four panels with the full contributionfunction in the lower right panel and the three factors above in the three otherpanels. The functions are shown as grey-scale images as functions of frequency inthe line (given as Doppler shift) and height in the atmosphere. The image in thelower right panel is thus the product of the three other images. All panels also showthe velocity as a function of height with upward velocity positive (to the left in the�gure) and the height where �� =1 (grey line). The top right panel also shows thePlanck function (dotted) and the source function (dashed) with high values to theleft. In the bottom right panel the emergent intensity is also shown as a function offrequency. The time in seconds from the start of the simulation is shown in the topleft panel.
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Fig. 8. The formation of the H2V bright grains is shown in the form of the contribution functionto intensity (lower right) and the factors entering its calculation, d ln ��=dz (upper left), S� (upperright) and �� exp(���) (lower left). The functions are shown as grey-scale images as functions offrequency in the line (given as Doppler shift) and height in the atmosphere. In all panels are alsoshown the velocity as a function of height with upward velocity positive (to the left in the �gure)and the height where �� =1 (grey line). In the top right panel is also shown the Planck function(dotted) and the source function (dashed) with high values to the left. In the bottom right panelthe emergent intensity is also shown as a function of frequency. The time in seconds from the startof the simulation is shown in the top left panel.Figure 8 shows the situation at the start of the simulation before any waveshave traveled through the atmosphere. The atmosphere is static and the velocity iszero everywhere. The emergent intensity (lower right panel) shows no emission andall factors entering the calculation of the contribution function are symmetric withrespect to line center.
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Fig. 9. As Fig. 8 but for t=650s.Figure 9 shows the situation after 650 seconds. Several shocks have traveledthrough, there is one at 1.4 Mm and two waves behind that shock that are steepening.The source function is constant across the line at a given height, (image, upper rightpanel) because of the assumption of CRD, but is substantially below the Planckfunction due to the non-LTE decoupling (compare dotted and dashed lines, upperright panel). The ��e��� factor gives weight around �� =1 (lower left panel). Thed ln ��=dz factor gives weight to those depths where we have a velocity gradient suchthat we have large opacity at a given frequency but a small optical depth (upper leftpanel). The strongest combined e�ect is seen where the source function is also largeat 0.8 Mm. The absence of a red peak where ��=1 on the red side (at �12 km/s) isdue to the lack of opacity there since the atomic absorption pro�le has been shiftedto the blue.
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Fig. 10. As Fig. 8 but for t=670s.Figure 10 shows the situation 20 seconds later. The upper wave has become ashock and is about to merge with the top shock. Due to the non-LTE decoupling,the source function does not show an extreme maximum at that height and thedominant maximum in the contribution function is from the wave at 1 Mm thathas not quite shocked yet. There is a corresponding peak in the emergent intensitypro�le. The maxima in the upper left panel occurs where we have large velocitygradients, not at the center of the atomic absorption pro�le but close to ��=1. Thedistance from line center for the bright emission is thus set by the velocity in theimmediate post shock material plus an absorption pro�le width that is sensitive tothe microturbulence.
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Fig. 11. As Fig. 8 but for t=680s.Figure 11 shows the situation 10 seconds later. The two top shocks have nowmerged into one and the wave behind is steepening into a shock. The H2V emissioncomes from 1.2 Mm where the source function has a maximum. The top shock isabove the height where ��=1 at line center and does not give any emission. Thereis some emission coming from the line center region where ��=1 and there is stillsubstantial emitting matter (top left panel). This emission gives rise to a line coreemission peak that with time moves from blue towards red. This is a pattern oftenfound in the simulations that is not clear in the observations.
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Fig. 12. As Fig. 8 but for t=1950s. This is the time of the brightest grain.Figure 12 shows the situation 1950 seconds from the start of the simulation whenwe have the strongest grain in the simulation. The wake of an earlier strong shock,produced by the merging of several shocks, has created a strong downfall into whichanother strong shock, resulting from new shock merging, propagates. This createsa strong shock at a low height of 0.87 Mm which produces a large source functionas well as a large �� gradient which gives rise to a very strong emission.To get an asymmetric pro�le with no red peak thus requires a large velocitygradient at a small enough height that signi�cant numbers of atoms are present.The position of the violet peak is set by the amplitude of the shock plus the widthof the absorption pro�le. The brightness of the peak is set by the shock formationheight with lower height corresponding to a brighter peak.



CHROMOSPHERIC DYNAMICS { NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS 673.4.2. Comparison with observationsThe piston velocities were chosen to reproduce the measured Doppler shifts in theiron line at 396.68 nm at a given slit position in the observations by Lites et al.,1993. It is then natural to compare the computed behaviour of the H line with theseobservations. This is done in Fig. 13. The observations are not reproduced in alldetails but there is a general correspondence down to the level of individual grains.One may identify wing brightenings, periods of weak grains (e.g. t=900{1450s) andstrong bright grains (t=1450{2600s).The general agreement gives some con�dence that the simulations describe thephysical processes most important for the bright grain phenomenon. What are theimportant discrepancies between the simulations and the observations and what canbe learnt from them? The simulations show a much larger contrast with a sharptransition to a very dark, rather at core region. There are more details in thecore region with frequent secondary maxima. Some of this discrepancy could bedue to observational e�ects. Limited instrument resolution will cause a smearing inthe wavelength domain. Scattered light both in the instrument and by the Earth'satmosphere will decrease the contrast and mix in a signal from other spatial positionson the sun. Seeing will also contribute to the total point spread function and inaddition introduce a signal from more distant spatial points through image motion.It is almost impossible to remove these e�ects from the observations since thevarious convolutions are poorly known. An additional di�culty with including thesee�ects in 1-D simulations is the unknown spatial correlation. In lieu of a detailedstudy we just illustrate the e�ects to be expected by showing the simulation withvarious degrees of smearing in Fig. 14. Spatial smearing has been simulated bya smearing in the time domain. It is clear that the di�erence in the form of thepro�le and in contrast may be entirely due to observational e�ects. To obtain themaximum information content in the observations one thus has to spend a lot ofe�ort on minimizing scattered light and e�ects of smearing by seeing.A more robust di�erence with observations seems to be a di�erence in the timewhen the grains appear. It is possible to make an identi�cation between observedgrains and the grains in the simulations but it seems the grains in the simulationsappear somewhat later in time (roughly 30 seconds). Note, however, that the pistonvelocities do not exactly reproduce the Doppler shifts in the iron line; there is aphase di�erence of 22 seconds. Ideally, the piston velocities should be modi�ed untilthe iron line observations are matched exactly. To �rst order that would mean ashift by 22 seconds which would almost remove the discrepancy in the time of thegrains.3.4.3. Formation of the grain patternWhen do we get grains and when will there be no grains? We investigate the impor-tance of the piston velocity pattern versus the previous history of the atmosphereby performing a simulation with a 3750 second piston velocity repeated twice. Thepiston velocity at t=3750+t0 is thus identical to the piston velocity at t=t0. Theresulting H-pro�le as a function of time is shown in Fig. 15. The time evolutionhas been split into two panels with the right panel showing the second half of thesimulation. The piston velocity is thus the same at the same vertical position in
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Fig. 13. The computed Ca II H line intensity as a function of wavelength and time compared withobservations.the two panels. It takes some time to set up the typical wave pattern which is thereason why there is little development with time in the beginning. The beginningof the second half of the simulation is also atypical since there is a sudden phasejump when the velocity pattern is repeated. This is also visible in a comparison
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Fig. 14. The computed Ca II H line intensity as a function of wavelength and time compared withobservations. The leftmost panel shows the unsmeared results from the simulation. In the secondpanel the simulation has been convolved with a Gaussian point spread function with FWHM of20 seconds in the time domain and 0.066 �A (corresponding to 5 km/s) in the wavelength domain.Scattered light amounting to 1% of the continuum intensity has been added. In the third panelimage motion has been simulated by shifting the sequence in time with a random function. Thesame smearing and scattered light as in the second panel was also added.



70 MATS CARLSSON AND ROBERT F. STEINbetween the computed velocity at 260 km and the Doppler shift of the iron line: thebeginning of the second half of the simulation shows a poor match. Outside thesestartup periods, the two halves of the simulation show almost exactly the samegrain development with no pronounced grains in the time intervals 900{1450s and4650{5200s and strong grains in the time intervals 1450{2600s and 5200{6350s. Weconclude that there is no long time memory in the atmosphere and that the brightgrain pattern is completely determined by the velocity pattern.What in the velocity �eld is triggering the formation of bright grains? Expla-nations in the literature go from very high frequency waves (period on the order of30s) through the process of shock overtaking (Rammacher and Ulmschneider, 1992),three minute waves (Carlsson and Stein, 1992) to �ve minute oscillations (Kalkofenet al., 1992). To study the importance of propagating frequencies versus evanescentfrequencies we have performed two additional simulations where the piston velocitiesof the full simulation have been either low-pass or high-pass �ltered relative to thecut-o� frequency at the location of the piston (4.5 mHz). The comparison with thefull simulation is shown in Fig. 16. The simulation with only high frequencies in thepiston velocities is almost identical to the full simulation after 1600s. In the begin-ning of the time sequence there is very much increased grain activity. This is dueto wave overtaking in the unperturbed atmosphere caused by a few strong spikes inthe piston velocity �eld similar to excitation by velocity impulses (Kalkofen et al.,1992). During the period t=1000{1450s the high frequency simulation shows morepronounced grains than in the full simulation, the low frequencies modulate the be-haviour of the high frequency waves. In the period of the most pronounced grains,t=1450{2600s, the high frequency simulation shows almost identical behaviour tothe full simulation. The low frequency simulation show no grains after the �rstphase. We conclude that the propagating frequencies are most important for theformation of grains but lower frequency components in the photospheric velocity�eld modulate the behaviour.From the analysis of contribution functions (Section 3.4.1) one would expectstrong grains to be correlated with large velocity amplitudes around a height of1Mm. This is clearly shown in Fig. 17 where the velocity as a function of time isshown for eight di�erent heights in the atmosphere. The strong grain at t=1950s isfurthermore shown to be caused by a low shock-formation height (discontinuous riseof the velocity) due to the wave propagating into a region of downfall from previouswaves. It is possible to trace back the strong perturbations down to photosphericheights but the picture is not altogether simple. Waves of di�erent frequencies prop-agate at di�erent phase speeds; at the cut-o� frequency the phase speed is in�niteand the waves line up vertically, at high frequencies the phase speed approachesthe sound speed. These di�erent phase speeds at di�erent frequencies can be seenin the �gure as high frequency perturbations appearing at progressively later timeswith respect to lower frequencies. The interference of these di�erent modes producesthe velocity pattern at any given height. When we reach shock forming heights thepattern changes with the whole shock propagating at a supersonic speed. Since theshocks may propagate with di�erent speeds we may get shock overtaking but ingeneral this takes place at heights above the formation height of the grains.
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Fig. 15. The computed Ca II H line intensity as a function of wavelength for the full 7500s of thesimulation. The piston velocities repeat after 3750s and one vertical position in the two panels thushave the same piston velocity. The pattern is almost identical in the two sections of the simulationoutside the �rst startup periods.
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Fig. 16. The computed Ca II H line intensity as a function of wavelength and time for threesimulations. The right panel shows the �rst half of the full simulation while the other panels showsimulations where the piston velocities have been low-pass or high-pass �ltered at 4.5 mHz. Thelow frequency component simulation is shown in the left panel, the high frequency componentsimulation in the center panel.
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Fig. 17. Velocity as a function of time and height of the atmosphere. The height in km is indicatedin the upper left corner of each panel. The velocity has been split into the frequency componentbelow 4.5 mHz (thin) and the high frequency component above 4.5 mHz (thick). The bulk velocityis the sum of the two components. Note that the axis range is di�erent for the top three panels.Strong grains in Fig 15 are clearly correlated with times of large high frequency velocity amplitudesat 1Mm.



74 MATS CARLSSON AND ROBERT F. STEIN4. DiscussionMaybe the most important limitation of the simulations is the 1D restriction ofhorizontal homogeneity. The energy is forced to travel vertically, there is no radiativeloss horizontally and there is no interference between velocities from di�erent spatialpoints. All these e�ects can be expected to be important to the physics of the solarchromosphere but a self-consistent non-LTE radiative hydrodynamic simulation inmore than one dimension is currently outside the computational possibilities. Theobserved spatial extent of bright grains is a few arcseconds similar to the totalvertical extent of the simulation. A 1D description can therefore be expected toshow some resemblance to the real sun, a view supported by the close resemblanceof the simulations to observations of high spatial resolution. We thus feel that wecan learn something about the real sun from the simulations but warn against over-interpretations.The simulations aim at describing the non-magnetic internetwork regions of thesun. At some height this distinction between non-magnetic and magnetic regionshas to break down with the spreading of the magnetic �elds. Such a canopy hasnot been included in the simulations and for large heights one has to be increasinglycareful with comparisons with observations. Reections from hot material containedin magnetic regions above the internetwork may also inuence the non-magneticregions we aim at simulating.The simulations were done neglecting the e�ects of line-blanketing. This willcertainly a�ect the non-LTE statistical equilibrium of our diagnostic continua (UVoverionization will be reduced) and the time variation of the radiation temperatures.We do not, however, expect a large e�ect on the deduced semi-empirical temperaturestructure based on the fact that both non-LTE and LTE modeling of the diagnosticcontinua result in the same semi-empirical model atmosphere. The neglect of line-blanketing will also a�ect the temperature structure in the upper photosphere in theinitial model and also the amount of radiative damping and therefore the transferfunction of the atmosphere. The neglect of cooling from CO has similar e�ects.The transfer function of the atmosphere is furthermore a�ected by our treatmentof the dynamic response of the convective ux divergence. We have assumed aconstant convective energy ux divergence per gram on a Lagrangian scale. Basedon inspections of 3D simulations of convection (Stein & Nordlund 1993, privatecommunication) this is a reasonable approximation.The limited numerical resolution will especially a�ect higher frequencies. Theadaptive grid moves grid-points into shock regions but the resolution of waves start-ing to develop is limited. At the height of the piston the distance between grid-pointsis 1 km, increasing to 20 km above 300 km height. With ten points per wavelength,this corresponds to a maximum frequency of waves resolved everywhere of 30 mHz,and the numerical resolution should thus not much a�ect the high frequency wavesbefore they start to shock.The upper boundary condition aims at being transparent. During the timespanof the simulation, signi�cant mass ows out of the boundary (after 7500 seconds4�10�4 g cm�2). This has been taken into account by increasing the column massof the top point correspondingly but no e�ect has been included on the pressure. Themass above the computational domain is thus not supported by the atmosphere in



CHROMOSPHERIC DYNAMICS { NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS 75the simulation. The outow matter is also assumed to be transparent; no additionalopacity is added in. A study of the e�ects of these assumptions on the results isbeing carried out.Complete redistribution (CRD) has been assumed for all transitions. The Ca II Hand K pro�les will be a�ected by the neglect of partial redistribution (PRD). Detailsin the computed pro�les, especially peak intensities and the inner wing intensity,should therefore be treated with caution. A proper PRD treatment would involveangle dependent redistribution. Such a study is planned.Long timescales for ionization/recombination were neglected for all elements nottreated self-consistently in the dynamic simulation (all important opacity contrib-utors except hydrogen). One would expect these e�ects to give increased recombi-nation behind shocks leading to a smaller amplitude for the radiation temperaturevariations with time. A general increased mean intensity could also be the resultgiving a higher semi-empirical temperature.5. ConclusionsOne main result is that the observed enhanced emission in magnetic �eld free inter-network regions can be produced by temporally varying waves that generate shortintervals of high temperatures, without any increase in the average temperaturestructure. Because of the exponential dependence of the Planck function on tem-perature in the ultra-violet, although non-LTE source functions exhibit less sensitiv-ity, these short intervals of high temperature dominate the time averaged intensity.Hence, the radiation temperature represents preponderantly the peaks in the gastemperature rather than its mean value. Because of this non-linear dependence ofthe Planck function on temperature, the radiation temperature of the mean intensityin the UV is more than the average of the radiation temperature. In addition, non-LTE e�ects can either increase or decrease the magnitude of intensity uctuationscompared to the magnitude of the temperature uctuations.The extra energy that is radiated away in the observed emission comes primarilyfrom the energy dissipated by the wave motions, which goes directly into radia-tion without passing through a mediating state of enhanced mean thermal energy.The gas pressure work, PdV, goes primarily into changes in internal energy andgravitational energy.Signi�cant di�erences exist between hydrostatic model atmospheres and the av-erage state of a dynamic atmosphere. The contribution function for the intensityin a dynamic atmosphere may be bimodal with one peak around ��=1 and anotherat a shock at smaller optical depth. The mean height of formation will then bebetween those regions and have no relation to either formation region. Therefore,static formation heights and contribution functions can not be used for analyzingobservations of chromospheric continua and lines. The source function is more andmore decoupled from the local Planck function the higher in the atmosphere thecontinuum is formed. This means that the source function shows much less varia-tion in time than the local temperature. Due to the non-LTE decoupling and alsobecause of the width of the contribution functions, the emergent intensity does notshow the discontinuous rise signature of shock waves even for the continua formed



76 MATS CARLSSON AND ROBERT F. STEINwhere the shocks are strong.Above the photosphere, the source function is so decoupled from the Planckfunction that variations in intensity can not be taken as a proxy for gas temperaturevariations. Even in the photosphere such a one-to-one correspondence between in-tensity variation and gas temperature variation is not possible because the formationheight depends on the opacity and therefore on the temperature.The modi�cation of velocity amplitude and phase as a function of frequency anddepth in the atmosphere can be described with a transfer function. This functionis rather insensitive to the input velocity �eld up to heights of a few hundred kilo-meters but depends on the physics included in the model such as the treatmentof line-blanketing and the treatment of the dynamic response of convective energytransport. Evanescent modes are strongly damped while higher frequencies are rel-atively undamped. By using the derived transfer function it is possible to constructpiston velocities that give velocities higher in the atmosphere that match observedDoppler shifts rather well.The simulations closely match the observed behaviour of Ca II H2V bright grainsdown to the level of individual grains. The asymmetry of the line pro�le is due tovelocity gradients near 1Mm above where �500=1. Regions with high opacity and alarge source function (and therefore high emissivity) are Doppler shifted to frequen-cies where there is little matter above to absorb the radiation. The corresponding redpeak is absent because of small opacity at the source function maximum. The bright-ness of the violet peak depends on the height of shock formation; if waves propagateinto strongly downfalling matter this formation height may be below 1Mm where thehigh densities will cause strong emission. The position in wavelength of the brightviolet peak depends on the bulk velocity at the shock peak and the width of theatomic absorption pro�le (described with the microturbulence fudge parameter).The grain pattern is completely set by the velocity pattern of the piston. Whenthe piston velocity pattern is repeated, the grain pattern also repeats. Both photo-spheric modes above and below the cut-o� frequency inuence the grain pattern butphotospheric waves around 3 minute period were found to be most important. Thegrain pattern correlates with the velocity pattern at 1Mm. This velocity patternis set by interference between di�erent components at lower heights that propagatewith di�erent phase speeds until the shock formation heights.Acknowledgements. The discussions at the mini-workshop in June inspired many improvementsin the simulations and the computations described in this work were thus carried out after themini-workshop. Lites and Rutten are thanked for making available their observations. This workwas supported by a grant from the Norwegian Research Council and by grant NAGW-1695 fromthe National Aeronautics and Space Administration. The computations were supported by a grantfrom the Norwegian Research Council, tungregneutvalget.ReferencesCarlsson, M.: 1986, A Computer Program for Solving Multi-Level Non-LTE Radiative TransferProblems in Moving or Static Atmospheres , Report No. 33, Uppsala Astronomical ObservatoryCarlsson, M. and Stein, R. F.: 1992, ApJ Let 397, L59Dor�, E. A. and Drury, L. O.: 1987, J. Comput. Phys. 69, 175Fontenla, J. M., Avrett, E. H., and Loeser, R.: 1993, Astrophys. J. 406, 319Gustafsson, B.: 1973, Uppsala Astr. Obs. Ann. 5, No. 6
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